
Pericopes is a duo project initiated by pianist Alessandro Sgobbio and saxophonist 
Emiliano Vernizzi. New York-based drummer Nick Wight became the "+1" since 2012 and 
recorded on "These Human Beings" - released in 2015 under the Alfa Music 
Label.  Embodying the aesthetic for intelligent music that resonates as much with the 
aficionado as with the novice listener, 2015-2016 has earned Pericopes + 1 widespread 
media attention across several tours in the USA and Europe.

 

These Human Beings rapidly gained attention of the international jazz press and iconic 
musicians. In the album’s liner notes, saxophonist Dave Liebman says, “These guys have a 
history to be sure.” ECM artist Enrico Rava also contributes, “There is the search but 
also heart... there is rage and love.” Currently, the album has over two dozen reviews, 
including USA's Downbeat, Jazz Times and Italy's Musica Jazz. Pericopes + 1 has also been 
featured in interviews with RAI Radio 3 in Milan, RSI (Swiss Television), and an 
appearance on ORF (Austrian National News).

 

In April 2015, Vernizzi and Sgobbio performed as a duo at the International Jazz Day in 
Paris before joining Wight in New York for their USA Album Release tour.  With concerts 
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York, it earned a review in Jazz Inside Magazine 
saying, "They deliver an appealing combination of post-bop and avant-garde jazz, thriving 
in melody, harmony, and structure.” The climax of the tour was performing at Brooklyn’s 
innovative ShapeShifter Lab, where NYC Jazz Record wrote, “This young trio discovered 
various moods of deep introspection.”

 

Between Autumn 2015 and Spring 2016, Pericopes + 1 made big leaps with two 
European Tours (45 total concerts) that visited 11 countries. Photographers, journalists 
and promoters captured the energy of each performance and the audiences' enthusiastic 
support. French journalist Olivier Galea wrote, "... in Grenoble the public vibrated for 
over an hour and a half to a lyrical and virtuosic trio." In October the 2015 Graz Jazz 
Nacht Festival featured the trio at Stockwerk Jazz where local media praised, "An 
original, stylish, well-balanced contribution to contemporary jazz.” German journalist 
Manfred Van Os wrote, “…the ability to merge contemporary edginess with old-school 
melodic values gives Pericopes + 1 the freedom to find common ground with every type 
of audience.” Other highlights include performances at the 2016 Gateshead Int'l Jazz 
Festival and The Jazz Bar (UK), Grenoble Jazz Club and Sunside Jazz Club (FR), Masada 
(IT), BurgJazz (DE), and Jazz Ravne (SLO).

Exciting things will happen in October 2016 - a composer's residency and masterclass in 
Scotland to begin a three week tour, followed by a new album recording in Italy.
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"Great record. Wonderful music with a very diverse repertoire, 
played flawlessly. You can hear the spirit and mutual respect the 
three musicians have for each other and the music. These guys 
have a history to be sure ." 

DAVE LIEBMAN 

“There is the search but also heart. There is rage and love. There is the howl but 
also the song. These three excellent musicians tell us about their being human. 
Thank you!" 

   ENRICO RAVA  

These Human Beings is a noteworthy example of Italian and American jazz musicians coming 
together, and Vernizzi, Sgobbio and Wight have no problem finding common ground when it comes 
to both the post-bop elements and the avant-garde elements. Both the inside and the outside work 

to their creative advantage on These Human Beings. 

ALEX HENDERSON / JAZZ INSIDE MAGAZINE – USA 

The bass-less trio of Pericopes+1 brings a 21st-century influence to their album These Human 
Beings. It’s modern jazz that’s heavy on intelligent melody and spirited improvisation. All the 

songs exhibit power and intention. These Human Beings does make a statement, and that’s a good 
indication for this young group. 

DAVID KUNIAN / DOWNBEAT MAGAZINE – USA 

The group’s most impressive feat is that its ambitions don’t get in the way of the music’s 
accessibility. They play with intelligence and heart throughout, yet for all the complexity, the 

group is capable of communicating emotional depth through simple structures. 

JOHN FREDERICK MOORE / JAZZIZ – USA 

The big strength of this album is its rare ability to tell us a story which goes further than the 
notes and the rhythms, transforming this journey in a unique and shared experience. An ambitious 

and successful project. 

PAOLO ODELLO / IL FATTO QUOTIDIANO – Italy 

Pericopes duo experiments a new dimension with the addition of Mr. Wight. The trio works 
perfectly, assimilating and re-elaborating lots of elements from various sources. 

ENZO BODDI / MUSICA JAZZ – Italy 

the triomusic on this album is well grounded. The choice for adding a drummer is a good move.  

JAZZTIMES – USA 

The attention to the sound is absolute. Every listening reveals new fine shapes and details 
that the sobriety of Pericopes’s poetics don’t show immediately. With the intervention of a 

valuable drummer, which fits dialectically and not as a simple support, the duo’s music acquires a 
new dimension, which enriches its already considerable strengths. 

VINCENZO FUGALDI / JAZZITALIA – Italy 

album reviews



Beautiful piece of musical storytelling. the music continues to fascinate from beginning to end. 

ROBIN ARENDS / JAZZNU – Netherlands 

The Greek definition of pericope is a set of verses that forms one coherent unit or thought. 
Vernizzi, Sgobbio and Wight fit that definition perfectly, making These Human Beings is an 

impressive outing. 

KARL ACKERMANN / ALL ABOUT JAZZ – USA 

Pericopes+1 search and find various ways of interplay. They create a music with plenty of 
personality and energy. 

THIERRY GIARD / CULTUREJAZZ – France 

There is no doubt that you're dealing with a jazz trio - one with very dynamic and progressive 
songwriting that leaves space for playful and melodic outings. 

JONAS KOLBE / MOS EISLEY MUSIC – Germany 

Classic contemporary jazz stage Stockwerk welcomed the European-American trio Pericopes +1, 
creating fine improvisations and interplay. An original, stylish contribution to contemporary jazz.  

M. GASSER / Kronen Zeitung – Graz, Austria 

a trio that offers a complex music but not overstated, bold but not sharp, that we believe can 
and should be accommodated in the many festivals that animate the European jazz scene… 

PAOLO PIEVANI  / All About Jazz – Milan, Italy 

Emi Vernizzi's style of saxophone is imaginative with rich improvisations. Great Cooperation 
between piano and sax, with discrete and thoughtful support of the drums 

MANFRED VAN OS  / Allgemeine Zeitung – Coesfeld, Germany 

Pericopes+1 is definitively one of the contemporary bands you must discover !! 

OLIVIER GALÉA  / Jazz-Rhone-Alpes – Grenoble, France 

What's really impressive is the feeling of unity in this trio. No endless solos, yet every 
musician has his own space of expression. Ideas stir between them fluidly. 

PATRICK DUCHER / JazzClub Lyon St-Georges –  Lyon, France 

 

“We started our trio adventure in Paris in 2012. The Parisian concerts received a great 
response that made us aware we are going in the right direction.” - Alex Sgobbio. 

CATHERINE MARKS  / Internew Mag UK (Spring European Tour) 

“When he came out and said, ‘Hey, I have a song from my father,’ that was really amazing for 
us,” Mr. Vernizzi said. “It has a lot of meaning.” 

"We channeled a lot of deep emotions on that track. My dad's lyrics were written decades ago 
about war and social injustices." Wight replied. 

PATRICE WILDING  / Scranton Times-Tribune (summer USA Tour) 

“We played in different rooms and there was always someone who came to ask questions, or seek 
clarification. We have seen this happening everywhere, both in the premises dedicated to the jazz 

mainstream as well as those where they practice the avant-garde.” - Emi Vernizzi 

MARCO BUTTAFUOCO / Jazz Convention (fall European Tour) 

“An important rhythm has been added to the dialogue of the Pericopes project - an 
international group which travels on a global scale.” 

OLIVIERO PONTE DI PINO / Radio Rai3 Piazza Verdi (fall European Tour) 

concert reviews

interview quotes



 

 

General Inquiries 

info@pericopes.it 

Booking 

USA, UK / NICK WIGHT  nwightmusic@gmail.com  (+1) 570 561 4455 

EUROPE / EMILIANO VERNIZZI  saxemy@gmail.com  (+39) 329 6324725 

FRANCE / ALESSANDRO SGOBBIO  alessandro.sgobbio@gmail.com  (+33) 6 18 41 83 78 
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